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This bracelet features our curved 

Ca’d’oro mixed Silver and Gold bead 

simply wire wrapped with chain and 

a beautiful bail. 

This bracelet is easily adjusted for 

small or large wrists. 

We used 20gauge Silver Craft wire to 

attach the curved Murano Glass 

bracelet piece, but you could use a 3 

inch headpin, cutting off the headpin, 

or if you have a sterling silver wire 

pin, that would also be easy. 

The strands of chain you use it up to 

you as well. If you like a heavy look, 

use 3 lengths. Or use any chain you 

may have in your beading box. 

 

Product Code Description Quantity 

F-PF-CHOVTX97-SP Premium Sterling Silver Plated 9.7mm x 6mm Patterned 
Oval Cable Chain 

1 Foot 

CD-BRACELET-40-GWG3 Peridot Curved Bracelet Pieces White Gold/Gold Band 40mm 1 

PW057CL1039-BS * Bright Silver Plated Pewter Leaf Toggle 22.5mm 1 

F-SF-LJR6 Silver Filled Locking Jump Ring 18ga, 6mm 5 

WS-CW20G-SILNT Premium Craft Wire, 20 ga, 25 yds Non-tarnish Silver 1 

Alternative to Wire   

F-SS-HP322 3 Inch Sterling Silver Headpi8n, 22 ga 1 

 

Instructions: 

STEP 1: For an 8 inch bracelet, you will need 2 inches on each side, or a total of 8 inches  this allows for 

doubling on both sides. Cut your chain into 2 inch lengths. Set aside  

STEP2: Take 2 of the lengths of chain and your craft wire or headpin and make a wire wrap which 

includes the end of one side of the two pieces of chain.  

STEP3: String on the bracelet bead and make another wire wrap which adds the 2nd portion of your wire. 

Step4: Take one of the 6mm jump rings and gather the loose ends of one side of your bracelet, open the 

ring, insert the chain  Close the ring. 
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Step5: Take the second of your 6mm jump rings and open. Attach to the bar end of your clasp and then 

to the jump ring on the chain. 

Step6: On the other side of the bracelet, repeat Step 5 above, except you will add a third jump ring and 

attach to the loop side of the clasp. 

 

STEP6: Take the two crimp covers and place over the crimps on your wire for a very finished look. 

 . 

Tools:  Crimper and Wire Cutter 

 

Alternatives: 

Make it with one of our other colors of this great 

curved Murano Glass Bead. 

 

We like to add a dangle of a matching Swarovski 

Crystal on the jump rings on either end of the bracelet. 

 

 

  


